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A B S T R A C T  

In this paper, we extend circumscription [McCarthy, 80] to a propositional modal 
logic of knowledge of one agent. Instead of circumscribing a predicate, we circumscribe 
the knowledge operator "K" in a formula. In order to have a nontrivial circumscription 
schema, we extend $5 modal logic of knowledge by adding another modality "Val" and 
a universal quantifier over base sentences (sentences which do not contain modality). In- 
tuitively, "Val(P)" means that P is a valid formula. It turns out that by circumscribing 
the knowledge operator in a formula,  we completely characterize the maximally ignorant 
models of the formula (models of the formula where agents have minimal knowledge). 
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1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Recently, it has been made clear that  reasoning about knowledge is not only an issue of 
concern to philosophy, but also an issue that  has great importance to computer science and 
AI. More recently, it has been argued that  logic of knowledge is also a suitable framework 
for formalizing common sense reasoning : much common sense reasoning can be formalized 
by minimizing agent's knowledge (cf. [Halpern and Moses, 84], [Levesque, 87], [Moore, 83], 
[Shoham, 86]). 

In this paper we propose a way of capturing the notion of minimal knowledge, using 
a technique similar to that  of circumscription [McCarthy, 80]. Briefly speaking, a circum- 
scriptive axiom is a first-order schema or a second order sentence which minimizes the 
set of objects having property P (for simplicity, we assume P is a unary predicate). It is 
plausible, therefore, that  there might be a similar schema in the logic of knowledge which 
will minimize the set of properties known by the agent. 

The transit ion to a modal version of circumscription is not completely straightforward. 
We argue that  in order to have a nontrivial circumscription schema in logic of knowledge, 
we must extend the logic of knowledge to a logic of validity with a universal quantifier over 
base sentences (sentences which do not contain the knowledge operator). 

In this paper, we only consider the $5 propositional modal logic of knowledge of single 
agent. In section 2, we briefly review $5 modal logic of knowledge and introduce maximally 
ignorant models ([Halpern and Moses, 84], [Shoham, 86]) as a semantical formalization of 
minimized knowledge. We argue that  in order to use circumscription to fornmlize reasoning 
in maximally ignorant models, we need to expand the logic of knowledge to a logic of 
validity with a universal quantifier over base sentences. This will be achieved in section 3 
and section 4. In section 3, we introduce the validity modality "Var', intuitively, Val(P) 
means that  the proposition P is valid in the resulted modal logic itself. In particular, if 
P is a formula in the $5 logic of knowledge, Val(P) is true iff P is a S5-valid formula. A 
simple semantics and a complete axiom system is proposed for the logic of validity. And 
in section 4, the logic of validity is further ex tendedby  adding a universal quantifier over 
base sentences. 

Finally, in section 5, we are ready to have a clrcunlscription schema in logic of knowl- 
edge. First we propose a simple circumscription schema which successfully minimizes an 
agent's knowledge in many cases. But there are some cases that  the simple circumscrip- 
tion schema is not enough and so we extend it to a circumscription schema which allows 
primitive propositions to vary. It turns out that  this circumscription schema completely 
characterizes reasoning in maximally ignorant models in every case. 
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2. Maximally Ignorant Models  

In this secion we briefly review the one agent $5 modal logic of knowledge, and present 
the notion of maximally ignorant models in the logic, which has appeared, explicitly or 
implicitly, in the work of Halpern and Moses (84), Shoham (86), among others. 

The primitive symbols of the $5 modal logic of knowledge include a sequence of propo- 
sitional symbols: p,q,pl ,ql , . . - ;  two connectives: ~ , A ; and one modal operator: the 
knowledge operator K. Formulas are defined conventionally. Intuitively, if P is a formula, 
K P  means that  the agent knows that  P is true (we assume that  there is only one agent 
in the logic). In this paper, formulas which do not contain the knowledge operator K will 
play an important  role, we will call them base formulas ([Shoham, 86]). 

The semantics of the logic are conventional possible worlds semantics. A valuation 
v is a mapping from the set of primitive propositions to the set {0, 1} of t ruth values. 
An intepretation M is a set of valuations. A model is a pair (_~.l,v) such that d~.l is an 
interpretation and v is a valuation in M. For any model (M, v) any formula P, the notion 
P being satisfied in (M,v) ,  or (M,v)  being a model of P,  written (M,v)  ~ P,  is defined 
inductively as follows: 

1. (~I, v) ~ p iff v(p) = 1, for any primitive proposition p. 

2. (M,v) P A Q ire (M,v) P and (M,,)  Q 

3. (~r ,v)  ~ ~ P  iff (~d', v) ~ P is not true 

4. (M,v)  ~ K P  iff (M,v ')  ~ P for any v' in M 

Some familiar semantic notions are readily definable. For example, a formula P is satisfiable 
if there is a model (M, v) such that  (M, v) ~ P; a formula P is valid (written ~ P),  if P 
is satisfied in all models; and a set of formulas S entails a formula P (written S ~ P) ,  if 
the formula P is true in all models (M,v)  such that  (M,v) is a model of all members of S. 

We now define the notion of maximally ignorant models. Intuitively, a maximally 
ignorant model of a formula P is one which satisfies P and where the agent knows as few 
facts as possible. Thus the key is how we compare two models M1 and M2 so that we can 
say , for example, that  in M1 the agent has more knowledge than he has in M2. 

Definition 1. Let M and M ~ be two interpretations. M -~ M t, that is, M ~ is more 
ignorant than M iff for any base formula P, if M' ~ K P  then M ~ KP,  and there is a 
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base formula P such that M ~ K P  but M' ~ K P  is not true. 

A model (M, v) is a maximally ignorant model of a formula P if (M, v) ~ P and there 
are no models (M' ,  v') such that  (M' ,  v') ~ P and M -4 M' .  

The notion 'maximally ignorant models'  is due to Shoham. In fact, in [Shoham, 86], 
Shoham defined the concept of 'chronologically ignorant models' in a modal temporal logic 
of knowledge. Essentially the same definition of maximally ignorant models appeared also 
in [Halpern and Moses, 84]. 

Example 1. Consider the formulas Kp, Kp V Kq and p V Kq. Readers familiar with 
the results in [Halpern& Moses,84] can easily see that  the maximally ignorant models of 
Kp are the knowledge states where the agent knows only that  p is true. The maximally 
ignorant models of Kp V Kq are either the knowledge states where the agent knows only 
that  p is true or the knowledge states where the agent knows only that  q is true. Finally, 
the maximally ignorant models of p V Kq are the knowledge states where p is true and the 
agent knows nothing. 

In general, the maximally ignorant models of P correspond to the  knowledge states 
where the agent's knowledge is determined solely by P. This is a more general notion 
than 'knowing only'. For example, according to [Halpern and Moses, 84], it is meaningless 
to say that  the agent only knows that  Kp V Kq is true, since in the logic, our agent has 
perfect knowledge about himself, he knows whether he knows p is true, similarly, he knows 
whether he knows q is true. But it does make sense to say that  the agent's knowledge 
is determined solely by Kp V Kq: what this amounts to is that  either the agent knows 
only that  p is true or he konws only that  q is true. This means that  we do not have a 
complete knowledge about our agent . This kind of situation often arise in AI applications. 
For example, when we formalize in our logic (appropriately expanded to the many-agents 
case) the so called 'wise men' or 'cheating husbands'  puzzle ([Moses, Dolev and Halpern, 
86]), we need such ' indeterminate knowing only'. 

Finally, we come to the main aim of this paper: how to capture reasoning in maximMly 
ignorant models by an axiom schema like circumscription. First we briefly recall the 
definition of McCarthy's  circumscription in first-order logic with equality. 

Suppose A is a first-order sentence and 
[McCarthy, 80], the circumscription of P in 

A A ( A ( B )  

where ~ P  < B is 

P(x) is a unary predicate in A. According to  
A is the following schema: 

~ P  < B) 
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B(x) is any first-order formula with one free variable, and A(B) is the result of replacing 
every P(t) in A by B(t). Semantically, circumscribing P in A means we minimize the set 
of objects having the property P without violating the condition A. For example, suppose 
A is block(a) and P(x) is block(z);denote the circumscription of P in A by C(A;P), it is 
easy to see that  

block(a) A C(A;P) ~- Vx(block(x) ~ x = a) 

so we have 
a ¢ b A block(a) A C(A; P) ~ ~block(b) 

that  is, after circumscribing block in block(a), we minimize the predicate block so that 
for any object x, x is a block iff x is a. Note that  this effect can only be achieved and 
represented in the presence of the special "="  predicate. 

Thus it seems reasonable that  we can have a similar schema to minimize the set of base 
formulas having the property K,  that  is, minimize the agent's knowledge. For example, 
suppose the agent knows that  p is true, that  is Kp is true, we would like to expect that 
the following schema will minimize the agent's knowledge without violating the condition 
that  Kp is true: 

Kp A (Tp ~ aT < K) 

where a T  < K is 
VX(TX  ~ KX)--+ V X ( K X  ~ TX)  

and T is something behaves like K and VX means 'for all base sentences X' .  Unfortunately, 
we can not go very far with this schema in $5 logic, for example, even the desired result: 
K X  is true iff Kp t-- K X  (compared with the desired result: block(z) is true iff x = a in the 
above ordinary circumscription ) can not be represented in $5 modal logic of knowledge. 
What  we need is a way of representing the meta-logical concept 'P is a logical consequence 
of Q' in the object language. 

To sum things up, we still need two things in order to minimize knowledge using 
circumscription : 

(1) A way of representing the statement: ' P  is a logical consequence of Q. This will be 
done in Section 3. 

(2) A universal quantifier over base sentences. This will be done in Section 4. 
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3. Formalizing Validity 

In this section, we extend $5 modal logic of knowledge to a logic of knowledge and validity 
by in t roducing a new modal  operator "Val." Let us call the new logic £. 

£-Formulas  are the  s tandard $5 formulas augmen ted  by another  unary  modal i ty  Val. 
Intuitively, if P is a formula Val(P)* means  tha t  P is valid. In terpre ta t ions  and  models  
in £ are the same as those in $5. Semantics  for formulas of the form Val(P) are defined 
as follows: 

5. (M,v) ~ Val(P) iff (M',v ')  ~ P for any model  (M',v ')  

The rest of this section is devoted to s tudy some propert ies  of Val. In the  remainder  
of this paper,  we write a vector of pr imit ive proposi t ions as tY, 0 ~, . . . .  If 1_7 = (pl, P 2 , . - . ,  pn),  
we call n the dimension of the vector /Y. Similarly, we write vectors of formulas as 
/ 5  ~ ,  . . . .  Let P be a formula, t 7=  (p l ,P2 , . . .  ,P , )  be a vector of pr imit ive  proposi t ions,  

= (Q1, Q 2 , . . . ,  Qn) be a vector of formulas having the same dimension as tha t  of/Y, and 

5' = (Q, Q 1 , . . . ,  Qm) be a set of vectors containing Q. The  formula P(g/ (Q,S) ) i s  defined 
inductively as follows: 

1. q(i~/(Q, S)) = q, if q is a primitive proposi t ion different f rom pi for any 1 < i < n. 

2. : 1 < i < 

3. (-~P)(/7/(O,S)) = ~(P(tT/(O,S))); (P AP')(17/(Q,S)) = P(/7/(O,S))AP'(tT/(O,S)).  

4. I(P(tT/((~,S)) = .P(i~/(Q,S)) A P(1J/(Q1,S)) A ... A P(I~/(Qm,S)) 

5. VaI(P)(tT/(Q,S))= Val(P)*. 

Intuitively, we can cons ider /7 /Q as the part ial  valuation, or the  s i tuat ion ([Barwise 

and Perry, 84]), such tha t  for any pi of t7, we assign the  corresponding Qi of Q to p~. Thus  

t7/(Q,S) behaves like the  partial  model:  ({/7/Q,/.7/Q1,.. .  , /7/Qm},/7/Q) and P(~7/((j,S)) 
is the ' t ru th  value'  of P in the partial  model  IY/(Q,S). 

* We used "Prov" ins tead of "Val" in the former manuscr ip t  and we unders tood  
Prov(P) as ' P  is provable' .  Yoav Shoham persuaded us to use the  new terminology 
which fits the  following semantical  definit ion better .  

* the requi rment  of the  subst i tut ion outside the  scope of "Val" is due to Joe Halpern.  
The  restr ict ion is necessary for Theorem 1 to be true. 
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Example  2. Denote the valid formula p V -~p as t, and denote the false formula p A ~p 
as f ,  let p = ig= (p), t = t =  (t), f = f =  (f)  and S = { f , t } ,  then 

p(p/(t,S)) = t, Kp(p/( t ,S))  = t A f ,  Val(p)(p/(t,S)) = Val(p) 

Recall that  Val(P) means that  P is true in all models and that  P(2Y/((~,S)) is the 

t ruth value of P in the partial model iff/(Q, S), it is easy to understand the following central 
theorem about Val: 

T h e o r e m  1. For any formula P ,  any vector of primitive propositions IY= (pl , . . .  ,p~), 
any vector of formulas (~ = ( Q 1 , . . . , Q n )  and any set of vectors of the same dimension 
s :  {4 ,4 , , . . .4m} ,  have 

Val(P) ~ VaI(P(t~/((~,S))) 

The theorem is proved by that  given any model (M, v), we can always construct a 
model (M',v')  such that  (M,v)  ~ P(IY/(Q,S)) iff (M',v ')  ~ P. 

Theorem 1 expresses an important  property of "Val". It enables us to prove the 
invalidity of some propositions. In fact, we can think of Theorem 1 as formMizing the 
process of constructing counter-examples. For example, it is easy to deduce ~ -,Val(p) 
from ~ -~Val(f) using the theorem by constructing the counter-model p/( f ,  {f}) for p (for 
detail see example 3 and example 4). Furthermore we can have a complete axiom system 
based on Theorem 1. 

The A x i o m  System/CP 

Axioms 

(1) Propositional tautologies in the language of/2.  

(2) ( K P  ~ P) A (Val(P) ~ P) 

(3) (K(P ~ Q) ~ (KP ~ KQ)) A (Val(P ~ Q) ~ (Val(P) ~ Val(Q))) 

(4) (KP ~ K K P )  A (Val(P) ~ Val(Val(P))) 

(5) (-~KP --~ K(-~KP)) A (-~Val(P) --e VaI(-~Val(P))) 

(6) Val(P) ~ Val(P(fi/((~,S))), where id is any vector of primitive propositions, Q is 
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any vector of formulas, S is any finite set of vectors of formulas containing Q and all the 
vectors/7, Q and vectors in S have the same dimension. 

(7) Val(P)-+ KVaI(P) 

(8) -~Val(P)--~ K-~Val(P) 

Rules of Inferences 

[MP] i f P a n d P ~ Q ,  t h en Q;  

[GK] if P ,  then KP; 

[GV] if P,  then Val(P). 

As usual, if P is a theorem of the axiom system/CP,  then we write it as ~ P,  and we write 
S ~ P if there is a proof of the formula P from the set S of formulas in K'P. 

T h e o r e m  2.  (soundness and completeness) For any formula P and any finite set S of 
formulas 

SF-P .: '.. S ~ P  

The proof of the theorem 2 is a little tedious. The proof is given in the full paper. 

As you can see in the axiom system JUT', the validity orerator "Val" behaves like 
the knowledge operator "K"  except it satisfies the axiom (6). In fact, it is the axiom (6) 
makes our axiom system ]C'P uniquer and distinguishes our logic of validity from Boolos' 
logic of provability [Boolos, 79]. In order to fully appreciate the axiom (6), it is best to see 
some examples. In the following, we identify a one-dimensional vector with its element, 
for example, P with (P) .  

Example 3 -,Val(p). It is proved by constructing the counter-model p/(f ,  {f}) for 
p: 

1. F- Val(p)--~ Val(p(p/(f, {f})))  

2. ~- VaI(p)--~ Val(f)  from 1. 

3. ~ Val(f)--+ f axiom (2) 

axiom (6) 
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Example 4 ~ -~Val(Kp V -~p). The proof is as similar to that  of Example 3 by 
constructing the counter-model p/(t, {t, f})  for gp  V -~p. 

4. Propositional Quantifiers 

In this section we briefly describe how to extend the language of £ to include a propositional 
quantifier "VX". Intuitively, "(VX)P" means that  "for all base formulas X,  the formula 
P is true." 

Let us call the new logic £ ' .  In addition to the primitive symbols of £ ,  £ '  has the 
following primitive symbols: a sequence of (base formula) variables: X, Y, X1, Y1,...; and 
a logical quantifier: V. The well-formed formulas of £ '  are defined as follows. In addition 
to the formation rules of £, we have: every variable is a formula; and if P is a formula, X 
is any variable, then (VX)P is also a formula. So p, KX,  VX(VaI(X) ~ X) are formulas 
of £ ' .  

The semantics of £~ are defined as follows. A valuation v of £ '  is a mapping which not 
only assigns a t ru th  value to every primitive proposition but also assigns a base formula to 
every variable. Again, an interpretation is a set of valuations and a model is a pair (M, v) 
where M is an interpretation and v is a valuation in M. For the definition of (M, v) ~ P,  
in addition to those in £,  we have: 

6. (M,v) ~ X iff (M,v) ~ v(X), where X is any variable in/2 '  

7. (M,v) F V X P  if[ ( M , v ) ~ P ( X / Q )  foranybaseformulaQ, whereP(X/Q) 
is the result of substituting every free occurence of X in P by Q. 

The axiom system K:P is extended to include the following axioms and the rules of 
inference 

Additional Axioms For £' 

(9) VXP -o P(X/Q),whereQ is any base formulas 

(10) VXKP ~ K(VXP) 

(11) VXVaI (P)~  VaI(VXP) 

(12) VX(P ~ Q) ~ (VXP ~ VXQ) 
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Additional Rule of Inference For £' 

[G] if P ,  then VXP 

5. Circumscription In The Modal  Logic £ 

Now we have enough machinery to express circumscription in the modal logic £:. As we 
have said, the key idea is that  instead of circumscribing a predicate in first-order logic, 
we circumscribing the knowledge operator in £. Thus the first question will be what 
expressions can we use to replace the knowledge operator K in a formula. 

In the following, we call a formula T in £~ an X-formula, if T contains neither 
occurences of the propositional quantifier "V" nor the variables other than X. For ex- 
ample, Val(X) --~ X is a formula with the variable X but neither Val(X) ~ Y nor 
VX(Val(X) ~ X) are formulas with the variable X. 

Definit ion 2. Suppose T(X) is an X-formula, T is called a knowledge expression if 

1. ~ VXVY(T(X) A Val(X ~ Y) ~ T (X /Y) )  

2. ~ VXVY(T(X) A T ( X / Y )  ~ T ( X / X  A Y)) 

Intuitively, T(X) is a knowledge expression if T(X) behaves like KX.  For example, the 
formula Yal(X) is a knowledge expression for it is easy to see that  ~ Yal(X) A Yal(X 
Y) ~ Val(Y), and ~ Val(X) A Val(Y) ~ Yal(X A Y). In fact, we can prove the following 
proposition: 

Propos i t ion  2. If P is a base formula, then the formula VaI(P ~ X) is a knowledge 
expression. 

As we shall see in the following, knowlege expressions of the form Val(P --~ X) are 
enough for our purpose. 

We now minimize knowledge using circumscription. We begin with a definition which 
comes close to achieve our goal. In the following, if P is a formula, T is a knowledge 
expression, then we use P(K/T)  to denote the result of substituting any KQ which is not 
in the scope of Val in P by T(Q). 

Definit ion 3. If P is a formula in £ such that there is no nesting of the knowledge 
operator "K" in P, then the circumscription of the knowledge operator K in the .formula 
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P is the .following schema: 
P A (P(K/T) ~ -,T < K) 

where ~T < K is 
VX(T(X) ~ KX)--+ V X ( K X  ~ T(X))) 

and T(X) is any knowledge expession. 

Let us denote the above schema by C(P). As we can see in the following examples, 
in many cases, C(P) characterizes the maximMly ignorant models of P.  

Example 5.  Consider the formula Kp, and the knowledge expression T(X) = Val(p -+ 
X), from ~ Kp --+ (Val(p -+ p) A VX(Yal(p ~ X) ~ Ix'X) and Kp(K/T) = Yal(p ~ p), 
by the above definition of C(Kp), we have 

C(Kp) ~ V X ( K X  +-~ Val(p ~ X)) 

Therefore, 

C(Kp) ~ K(p V q) A ~Kq A K(~Kq) A. . .  

As we can see in Example 2, this is exactly what we need: in maximally ignorant models, 
for any base formula B, the agent knows that  B is true iff B is a logical consequence of 
p. Intuitively, choosing the knowedge expression T in C(Kp) as Val(p ~ X) means that  
we are trying to construct a model of Kp where for any base formula Q, KQ is true iff 
Val(p --~ Q) is true, that  is, he knows only that  p is true. 

E x a m p l e  6.  Consider the formula KpVKq. Let T(X) in C(KpVKq) be Val(p ~ X), 
we have 

C(Kp V Kq) ~ Kp ~ V X ( K X  ~ Val(p ~ X)) 

Similarly 

So 

C(Kp V Kq) ~ Kq ~ V X ( K X  -~ Val(q ~ X)) 

C(KpV Kq) ~ V X ( K X  ~ Val(p --. X)) V V X ( K X  ~ Val(q ~ X)) 

Again, this is exactly what we need: a maximally ignorant model of Kp V Kq is one where 
either the agent knows only that  p is true, or the agent knows only that  q is true (see 
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Example 2) and the facts known by the agent in both models are exactly characterized 
by C(Kp V Kq). Unfortunately, there are some cases that  the circumscription defined in 
Definition 3 is not strong enough. 

E x a m p l e  7. Consider the formula p V Kq. The maximally ignorant models of p V Kq 
are those where p is true and the agent knows nothing, so it seems reasonable to choose 
the knowledge expression in C(p V Kq) to be T(X) = p A Val(X). Unfortunately, we only 
get: 

C(p V Kq) ~ p ~ V X ( K X  ~ Val(X)) 

The reason is that  although by choosing T(X) to be pA Val(X) we expect to have a model 
where in the actual world p is true and the interpretat ion is dertermined by V X ( K X  
VaI(X)), the axiom schema in Definition 3 only enables us to pin down the interpretation, 
we have no way to say anything about actual worlds. For example, if we let T(X) be 
Val(X) instead of being p A Val(X), then we will get the same result. Choosing an actual 
world means that  we assign true or false to primitive propositions. Generally, this means we 
substi tute primitive propositions by formulas (and this yields relative partial valuations). 

Briefly speaking, a model is a pair (KI, v), where K I  is an interpretation and v is a 
valuation in KI. So far Definition 3 only enables us to choose an interpretation, we also 
need to choose a valuation as the actual world, this leads to the following definitons. 

D e f i n i t i o n  4 .  $uppose T(X) is a knowledge expreesion, f is a vector of primitive 
propositions and Q is a vector of base formulas which has the same dimension as that of 
I7~ we say that T is consistent with the partial valuation ~7/Q if for any base formula Q, 

T(Q) ~ T(Q(g/Q)) 

where Q(fi/Q) is the result of replacing every pi of g in Q by the corresponding Qi of Q. 

By Theorem 1, we have 

Proposit ion 3. For any fi and Q, Val(X)  is a knowledge expresaion consistent with 

Definition 5. If P is a formula in £ such that there is no nesting of the. knowledge 
operator "K" in P, then the circumscription of the knowledge operator K in the formula P 
with the truth values of the primitive propositions allowd to vary is the following schema: 

P A < K) 
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where T(X)  is any knowledge expression which is consistent with/7/0, t 7 is any vector of 
primitive proposition 2 , 0 is any vector of base formulas which has the same dimension as 
that of 17, and P(17/Q)(K/T) is (P(/7/Q))(K/T). 

Let us still write the above schema as C(P). Intuitively, the above schema means 

that  if a model M satisfies the schema, then the "model" (T(X),/7/Q) can not be more 
ignorant than M. Note that  Definition 5 contains Definition 3 as a special case because 
any knowledge expression is consistent with/7//7 and P(/7/p~ = P. Also Note that  the 
requirement that  P ccntains no nesting of K does not restrict the usefulness of Definition 3, 
because in £,  every formula is logically equivalent to a formula which contains no nesting 
of "K".  

Now let us continue Example 7 with the new definition of C(P). 

E x a m p l e  7 (Continued). Consider the formula p V Kq. Let T(X) in C(p V Kq) be 
Val(X). Let/7 and 0 be p and t, respectively (by Proposotion 3, Val(X) is a knowledge 
expression which is consistent with p/t). We have 

C(p V Kq) ~ V X ( K X  --~ Val(X)) A (p V Kq) 

So 

C(p V Kq) ~ V X ( K X  ~ Val(X)) A p 

exactly what we desired. 

Our main result of this paper is that  for any formula P,  the maximally ignorant models 
of P are completely characterized by C(P) as defined in Definition 5. 

T h e o r e m  3. Let P be a formula in £ such that P contains no nesting of the orperator 
"K ". If (M, v) is a maximally ignorant model of P, then 

( M , v ) ~ C ( P )  

T h e o r e m  4. Let P be a formula in £ which contains no nesting of the knowledge 
operator "K'.  For any formula Q, if Q is true in all maximally ignorant models of P, 
then C(P) Q. 

In order to prove this theorem, we first prove that  for any formula P and P ' ,  if P and 
P '  are logically equivalent, then C(P) and C(P') are also logically equivalent. Then we 
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transform P into the following logically equivalent formula 

(P~ A KP1 A ~KP11 A . . .  A - 'KPlm) V . . .  V (P~ A KPn A "~I~Pnl A . . .  A "~KPnk) 

where P~, P1, P l l , . . . ,  P l m , . . . ,  P~, Pn, P n l , . . . ,  Pink are basic formulas and every disjunct 
is not trivial, that  is, not equivalent to the false " f" .  For formulas of the above form, 
we use the same techniques as those in Example 5 and Example 6 to get the result of 
circumscription. 

6. Concluding Remarks 

We think that  the most important  thing we would like to convey to you in this paper is 
that  we not only can circumscribe a predicate in the first-order logic as that  in [McCarthy, 
80], we can also circumscribe a modal operator in a modal logic. In particular, in this 
paper, we have shown that  the circumscription of the knowledge operator in a formula is 
nontrivial and interesting, it includes the well-known notion of "knowing only" as a special 
case. 
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